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Abstract

Field and laboratory observations show that crystals commonly form by the addition and attachment of particles that range from multi-ion complexes to fully formed nanoparticles. These non-classical pathways to crystallization are diverse, in contrast to classical models that consider the addition of monomeric chemical species. We review progress toward understanding crystal growth by particle attachment processes and show that multiple pathways result from the interplay of free energy landscapes and reaction dynamics. Much remains unknown about the fundamental aspects; particularly the relationships between solution structure, interfacial forces, and particle motion. Developing a predictive description that connects molecular details to ensemble behavior will require revisiting long-standing interpretations of crystal formation in synthetic systems and patterns of mineralization in natural environments.

Introduction

The central roles of crystallization in geochemical, biological, and synthetic materials systems have motivated decades of research into crystal nucleation and growth. Since the mid-1900’s, most studies have interpreted the results through the lens of classical nucleation theory (1) and the terrace-ledge-kink model of crystal growth (2), both of which are based on monomer-by-monomer addition of simple chemical species. Despite the successes of classical nucleation and growth models (3, 4), there are a number of phenomena associated with crystal formation that cannot satisfactorily be explained or predicted either quantitatively or qualitatively. For example, amorphous phases are reported to nucleate at concentrations well below those predicted by classical models (5). Equally perplexing are the irregular and branched crystal morphologies...
observed in synthetic nanocrystals (6) and the habits and microstructures of biominerals found in organisms (7). Similarly, the geologic record shows extensive mineral deposits with unusual mineralogical and textural patterns (8) that are not readily interpreted within the framework of classical mineral formation processes.

These characteristics have been attributed to “non-classical” (9) crystal growth processes that are distinct from those envisioned by the traditional models. For example, mineralization of sea urchin embryonic spicules proceeds by accumulation of an nanoparticles of an amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) precursor, which subsequently transforms into a single crystal of calcite (10, 11). Similar amorphous–to-crystalline pathways occur in diverse biominerals including sea urchin spines (12) and teeth (13), mammalian tooth enamel (14), vertebrate bones (15), crustacean exoskeletons (16), annelid calcareous concretions (17) and in mollusk larval shells (18). Likewise, aggregation of poorly ordered precursors precedes formation of biogenic magnetite (19) and zeolites (20) and biomimetic polymers introduced as proxies for biological macromolecules induce formation of liquid phases that transform into crystalline products through aggregation and dehydration (21).

Another non-classical mechanism of crystal growth, oriented attachment (OA), proceeds by repeated attachment events of crystalline particles on specific crystal faces that are lattice matched, either with true crystallographic alignment or across a twin boundary or stacking fault (22). Similarly, “mesocrystals”, which are kinetically stabilized superstructures of nanocrystals in crystallographic alignment (23, 24), form as intermediates between dispersed particles and true single crystals. They may fuse and transform into single crystals (24) or remain kinetically stabilized by adsorbates — often
polymeric — at the particle interfaces (9). Structured macromolecules can promote the OA process. For example, mineral precursors of tooth enamel assemble in vitro into chains with co-orientation imparted by structured protein oligomers within which the mineral resides prior to fusion into single crystal rods. (25)

These discoveries show that in many systems, crystallization can occur by attachment of a wide range of species more complex than simple ions (Fig. 1). We refer to these higher order species as “particles”, broadly defined to include multi-ion complexes (5), oligomers (or clusters) (26), and nanoparticles — whether crystalline (27), amorphous (14), or liquid (21). We review the current understanding of crystallization by particle attachment (CPA) and examine thermodynamic and dynamic mechanisms that give rise to CPA. Our analysis also explores the intrinsic and extrinsic factors that determine when particle-based pathways dominate growth. Although many of the principles discussed here are likely to apply to organic and macromolecular crystals, such as the involvement of liquid precursors, this examination of CPA is largely restricted to inorganic systems, both because the study of inorganic crystal growth by CPA is more mature at this time and because the conformational degrees of freedom in macromolecular systems introduce dynamical factors that render them distinct from inorganic systems. Looking ahead, we identify areas where our mechanistic understanding is weak and highlight directions for future research.

**Evidence, indicators, and consequences of crystallization by particle attachment**

Direct observations of solution crystal growth from solution in situ at a resolution where the atomic-scale lattice and the addition of growth units are observable are rare and
generally limited to liquid phase scanning probe (28, 29) and transmission electron microscope (TEM) (27, 30) studies. Consequently, there are very few systems in which CPA has been unequivocally demonstrated and most evidence is based on observations of crystals made after the pathway from solvated state to crystal phase has been traversed. Nonetheless, static images showing apparent assemblies of co-aligned nanocrystals (Fig. 2a) have been frequently accepted as evidence for CPA via OA. Moreover, definitive confirmation of OA through in situ liquid phase electron microscopy (Fig. 2b,c) in both oxide and metallic systems (27, 30) forms a basis for inferring its occurrence from features observed ex situ.

Electron microscopy— particularly cryogenic TEM (cryoTEM) — on synthetic crystals has proven to be highly valuable for characterizing features associated with CPA (Fig. 2). TEM images have revealed primary particles ranging from crystalline (Fig. 2a,b,c) to partially ordered (Fig. 2g,k,l) to wholly amorphous (Fig. 2k). These images have provided indicators of CPA in both secondary particles and fully formed crystals, including chain-like (Fig. 2a) and branched (Fig. 2g) morphologies that defy expectations based on crystal symmetry (Fig. 2a,f,g,i,m). Other indicators provided by TEM are rounded protrusions comparable in size to the primary particles residing in the crystallizing solution (Fig. 2b,c,i-l), internal pores (Fig. 2h), the retention of apparent interfaces between primary particles (Fig. 2d,e,f,g), and incorporation of defects at these inferred interfaces. Defects can consist of dislocations (Fig. 2d) that form due to small misalignments during attachment (Fig. 2b) and twin-planes or stacking faults that reflect attachment of particles along symmetry-related lattice vectors (Fig. 2f). Defects can also be eliminated through the rearrangement or recrystallization of primary particles.
following their aggregation (Fig. 2c,i,j,l).

The potential role of CPA in biomineral formation has been widely discussed and is often conjectured based on external morphologies and/or internal microstructure. In certain cases, evidence comes from both nanoscale imaging and spectroscopic documentation of phases (10-12, 14, 15) (Fig. 3). As in the case of synthetic crystals, the resulting structures exhibit unexpected morphology (Fig. 3a,c,d), and internal microstructure (Fig. 3a,b,e). In all of these cases, the primary particles are amorphous (Fig. 3a,b,e).

Although external morphology, microstructure, and texture provide important evidence of attachment-based growth, they alone do not prove formation by a particle-based growth process. In fact, such features can be misleading. For example, irregular or branched morphologies can form through dendritic and spherulitic growth mechanisms at high supersaturation (31). Such solids can retain pores, branches, and rounded features formed during growth. Moreover, crystals grown through classical mechanisms within physical templates (32) or with addition of organic polymers (33) can exhibit similar morphologies to those seen in natural biominerals and in synthetic crystals attributed to CPA, so interpreting particulate-like morphologies in terms of pathways requires other substantiating evidence. Conversely, even when formation pathways are dominated by particle addition in the early stages, coarsening or recrystallization can subsequently obliterate characteristic signatures (34). Thus, the absence of such features is not conclusive evidence of monomer-by-monomer growth. As a result, a holistic suite of characterization techniques is essential to building a strong case for CPA in any given system. Combinations of direct imaging, scattering, and spectroscopy — particularly
data collected at different time points throughout crystallization that can detail the kinetics of growth — imply that CPA is a prevalent growth mechanism at the early stages of crystallization (5, 35-37).

Particle-based pathways have important consequences for the structure and properties of materials. They can lead to unique morphologies (Fig. 2a,g-i, Fig. 3a,c,d), non-equilibrium symmetries (Fig. 2f-h; Fig. 3d,e), distinct internal defect distributions (Fig. 2c-f; Fig. 3a,d,e), and organic-inorganic hybrid structures in which the co-aligned nanoparticles are surrounded by organic matter (9, 38, 39) (Fig. 2h, Fig. 3d,e). In addition, crystals formed by CPA can presumably exhibit heterogeneous distributions of elements composing the crystals, either because the primary particles have distinct compositions or species that formerly resided on primary nanoparticle surfaces are incorporated at the interface generated during attachment events. The stability, mechanical behavior, surface adsorption, transport, catalytic activity, and optical properties of nanomaterials all depend critically on such characteristics.

**Interplay of thermodynamics and kinetics lead to key features of CPA**

Despite the structural diversity of the particles involved in CPA, key features of many crystallization pathways can be understood by considering the interplay of free-energy landscapes and reaction dynamics (Fig. 4). The first of these determines the thermodynamic preference for the structure, shape, and size distribution of particles at various stages of assembly. Dynamic processes, in turn, including monomer and particle diffusion and internal particle relaxation, determine whether this set of preferences occurs
or whether an alternate, kinetically controlled pathway is traversed.

Monomers dispersed in solution that interact through Brownian motion and aggregate to form larger structures via a wide variety of pathways (Fig. 4a-e), which can be correlated with distinct points in typical phase diagrams (identified by the labels a—e in Fig. 4f). These pathways may be simple, comprising monomer-by-monomer addition to incipient nuclei that display a single structure (Fig. 4a). However, they may also be complicated, involving particles (Fig. 4b,c) that may be structurally distinct from the final, thermodynamically stable, bulk phase (e.g. Fig. 2g,k,l and Fig. 3a,b).

The magnitude of the free-energy barrier to nucleation with respect to the thermal energy, $k_B T$, is a crucial factor in determining the number and nature of particles produced. As the free-energy barrier varies in shape and magnitude, there is a change from monomer-based (Fig. 4a) to particle-based (Fig. 4b-e) pathways (40). At low supersaturation (Fig. 4a), the free-energy barrier is relatively large. The generation of a critical nucleus is then a rare event and any particles that nucleate are unlikely to see other particles in their immediate vicinity. Thus, one observes a monomer-by-monomer nucleation-and-growth pathway assumed by classical nucleation theories (1).

As supersaturation increases (Fig. 4d), the free-energy barrier to phase change therefore diminishes and particles are generated more that they can then grow (or shrink) by exchanging monomers with other particles (41). When supersaturation is increased until the free-energy barrier is comparable with $k_B T$, the solution undergoes spinodal decomposition (42, 43), at which point particles are generated in such large numbers that they can grow by direct collision and coalescence with other particles (Fig. 4d).
In the cases described above (Fig. 4a and 4d), the free-energy landscape displays a barrier (large in the nucleation regime and small or nonexistent in the spinodal regime), but does not exhibit any features that would suggest the existence of multiple particles during the nucleation. Thermodynamically speaking, the system should prefer to grow as one large particle. This is because particles have no special thermodynamic status: they are neither stable nor metastable; that is, they reside in neither a global or local free energy minimum. Nonetheless, multiple particles (Fig. 4d) appear for dynamic reasons and this gives rise to particle-based pathways.

If the free-energy landscape exhibits local minima (Fig. 4b), the formation of particles of particular sizes or morphologies becomes thermodynamically favored due and one can observe assembly pathways involving thermodynamically metastable particles that need not appear on a bulk phase diagram. Examples of such intermediates include the polymeric particle distribution that forms by the association of calcium phosphate complexes at high supersaturations, prior to their transformation to amorphous calcium phosphate (5, 44), and possibly the polymeric states predicted for calcium carbonate solutions (26).

Another type of complex assembly pathway involves thermodynamically metastable bulk phases that are subsequently replaced by more stable phases (45). (Fig. 4c). There are at least two distinct examples of this type of pathway. In the first, a metastable solid phase forms because the barrier to its nucleation is smaller than that opposing nucleation of the stable phase. Nucleation of the stable phase eventually occurs either heterogeneously on (or in) the metastable particles or homogeneously in the surrounding solution, leading to dissolution or recrystallization of the metastable phase,
as is often observed, for example, in the calcium carbonate system (30, 46-48). This pathway is commonly referred to as the Ostwald-Lussac rule of stages or the Ostwald step rule. In the second example, monomers associate in an unstructured way resulting in the formation of amorphous particles or, in the case of spinodal decomposition, of monomer-rich liquid droplets that subsequently crystallize. Such ‘two-step’ pathways are seen during crystallization of proteins (49), of some inorganic electrolytes such as MgSO₄ (50), and in simple computer models of spheres with isotropic attractions (51). Two-step pathways via liquid precursors are also proposed for the CaCO₃ system based on electron microscopy (52), calorimetry and NMR studies (53), and molecular dynamics simulations (40).

When the internal relaxation of metastable species is sufficiently slow, the formation of long-lived metastable or non-equilibrium materials such as gels becomes possible for dynamic reasons (Fig. 4e) either prior to or instead of the formation of a stable crystal (54). Moreover, hierarchical pathways that result in growth by OA reflect dynamic factors that bias attachment on specific faces, despite the fact that the global minimum in free energy is independent of such dynamical factors.

Thus, well-known physical mechanisms lead generically to a range of hierarchical and multi-step assembly pathways — including monomer-by-monomer addition — often occurring simultaneously (27, 30). Nonetheless, interpretations of recent experimental observations and simulations raise new challenges to the classifications described above. For example, proposed pathways involving aggregation of stable “prenucleation cluster” species (26, 55) are inconsistent with the existing understanding of phase change that considers sub-critical clusters to be unstable (Fig. 4a) or, perhaps, metastable (Fig. 4b).
The influence of surface energy on pathway

When the free-energy landscape includes multiple minima representing different polymorphs of the same crystal (Fig. 4d), interfacial free energy (or “surface energy”) can have a large influence on pathways of CPA, because it effects the size of the free energy barrier. (Here we use the term polymorph to include hydrated phases of an otherwise identical composition.) If the surface energy of the metastable polymorph is much smaller than that of the stable phase, then Ostwald’s step rule is likely to be observed. However, if the differences in thermodynamic stability — and hence surface free energy — of two polymorphs are subtle or the supersaturations with respect to both polymorphs are high, then the free-energy barriers to nucleation of either can be so small that both will form. Particle-particle interaction and aggregation events can then involve particles of distinct phases (56, 57) (e.g., Fig. 2e and Fig. 3a,b,c).

Although the relative stability of the polymorphs depends on bulk properties such as the enthalpy of formation and molar volume, the contribution of surface free energy often results in a dependence of stability on crystal size (58, 59). This dependence can even invert the sequence of polymorph stability relative to that observed for the bulk phases (58). Thus primary particles may be a polymorph that is only stable at small size while the secondary particles have the structure of the stable bulk form (34). That is, the free-energy barrier to nucleating small particles possessing a form that is metastable in the bulk phase will be lower than the barrier to nucleating particles of the same size possessing the stable bulk form. For CPA to generate single crystals in such systems, the attachment events must accommodate the structural differences between the two phases,
either through a structural match at the interface (60) or post-attachment phase transformation (30).

Recent computational work suggests that the solvent plays important roles in mediating particle interactions and attachment events (61). CryoTEM observations showing co-aligned arrays of particles that appear separated by a solvent layer underline the importance of the solvent in mediating attachment (62). Because the solvation energy of a surface generally becomes more exothermic with increasing surface energy (59), the dynamics of CPA should also be impacted by surface energies. In particular, high-energy surfaces with loosely held solvent may be more reactive toward other species in the solution, including other particles. Meanwhile surfaces to which solvation layers are strongly bound may resist attachment, thus biasing OA to occur on specific faces through the influence of kinetic barriers rather than attractive forces (35, 61). Understanding the role of surface energies in phase selection and structural transformation dynamics and relating surface and solvation energies to nucleation, reactivity and assembly are major challenges still to be addressed.

Precursor Phases

The inherent size-dependence of thermodynamic drivers (59, 63) and the kinetic constraints placed on nucleation of polymorphs by the barriers in the energy landscape render precursor phases a ubiquitous feature of crystallizing systems (58, 59). Consequently, pathways to a final stable phase via CPA often involve precursors particles (Fig. 1 and Fig. 4). Precursors can include one or more solid amorphous phases (10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 30, 46, 64, 65), dense liquids or gels (21, 49, 53), or crystalline nanoparticles.
(30, 57, 60, 63). Each results in a distinct growth history, but whether or not the final outcomes are also distinct should depend on the extent to which monomer-by-monomer addition competes with the particle-attachment pathways and coarsening or recrystallization processes modify the structure and morphology of the growing crystal.

*Amorphous phases*

Mineral systems may crystallize through an amorphous precursor at sufficiently high supersaturation (5, 20, 46, 66-69), but the mechanism of the transition is unclear for most systems. For calcium carbonate formed abiotically from aqueous solution, the ACC precursor phase is initially hydrated (64, 66). In the bulk, hydrated ACC is stable in dry conditions, but crystallizes in humid conditions or upon heating with the release of water (46, 70). Although the observed coexistence of crystalline and amorphous material within early stage nanoparticles both in solution (69) and under Langmuir monolayers (47) suggests solid-state crystallization may occur at the onset of the transition, ACC confined in small volumes remains stable for very long times even in the presence of bulk water indicating that a heterogeneous nucleator for one of the crystalline polymorphs may be required (71, 72). Transformation then typically occurs through local dissolution and re-precipitation (73). Because the crystalline polymorphs have a much lower solubility than ACC, in environments free of bulk water, the release of water upon initiation of crystallization of the hydrated phase might then induce local dissolution and re-precipitation. Thus water release and crystallization may be connected and could result in the appearance of microfacets during crystallization (36, 48). However, ACC can also dehydrate prior to the onset of crystallization (64), in which case faceting may not occur.
The generality of this behavior is unclear, because the extent to which amorphous phases of other materials contain solvent as a structural element is unknown. Moreover, when crystallite size becomes sufficiently small, some materials may exist in a continuum across structural states from crystalline to amorphous for some materials has been suggested (74).

In biomineralization, crystallization from transient amorphous precursor particles is believed to be a widespread strategy that enables the efficient transport of mineral constituents with low solubility to the crystallization site (75). In cases involving ACC, research indicates the nanoparticles — which in their initial, hydrated ACC form may be liquid- or gel-like but later dehydrate — likely serve as the initial precursor phase and become a space-filling material (76). The full mechanism of the transformation to the crystalline remains a subject of intense investigation (11, 36, 77).

Dense liquid droplets

Protein and polymer solutions often exhibit partial miscibility with a dense liquid phase (49, 78) that can act as a precursor to crystal formation. The emergence of such a state, however, does not necessarily imply its active participation in crystallization. Aqueous electrolyte solutions may also undergo liquid-liquid phase separation at elevated temperatures (50, 79). In addition, a combination of calorimetry, nanoparticle tracking, NMR experiments (53) and in situ liquid phase TEM (30), and theoretical investigations (40) have provided evidence that a liquid-liquid phase separation occurs near room temperature in the CaCO$_3$ system. Liquid droplets produced by this mechanism should
undergo aggregation events due to diffusion and collision (40, 78), but mechanisms by which dense liquid droplets transform to crystalline phases are largely unexplored.

**Crystalline nanoparticles**

Crystalline particles are distinct from the aforementioned precursor phases due to their ordered structure. Depending on symmetry, a crystal may have heterogeneous surface structure and distribution of surface charge, as well as a net dipole moment. Nanocrystals can possess the expected equilibrium morphologies or have rough surfaces and non-equilibrium shapes. Such morphological characteristics can substantially influence the particle-particle interactions that precede attachment, as well as the structure and microstructure of the resulting single crystals.

Atomic bonding, particle morphology, surface reconstruction, and particle size largely determine the structure of a nanoparticle. However, nanoparticle structure is not static; it changes in response to its environment, as demonstrated by ~ 3 nm ZnS nanoparticles upon adsorption of water, organic molecules, and inorganic ions (74, 80). Similarly, nanoparticle structure is sensitive to aggregation state, as evidenced by the reversible ordering/disordering structural changes seen upon aggregation and disaggregation of small ZnS nanoparticles (81). In some cases, increasing size can result in decreased internal strain and defect content (82). Finally, in systems for which there is a switch in phase stability with particle size, as discussed above, nanoparticles of one phase may initially form and transform to the bulk phase as they aggregate and grow in size (30, 56, 57, 60). For example ~ 1 nm ferrihydrite-like primary particles structurally rearrange upon attachment to the surface of magnetite crystals to merge with the
magnetite crystal structure (57). In such systems, the structural differences may be accommodated if a match between the lattice planes of the two distinct phases can be achieved, as was reported for anatase and rutile TiO$_2$ (60), or may also result in disordered aggregates, as in the case of akaganéite assembly to form single crystal hematite (30). However, after becoming part of the larger mass, the primary particles must transform to the bulk phase. If the interphase boundary is coherent, the transformation can lead to growth of branched single crystals; this may also result in twin boundaries or stacking faults at the branch sites (e.g., Fig. 2g,h). Alternatively, if the boundaries are incoherent, a single crystal can only result if recrystallization removes the boundaries, potentially obliterating any structural evidence of CPA (30).

Oligomers, Polymers and Gels

In some systems the monomers can form complexes, or polymerize or aggregate into clusters prior to the formation of a new phase (5, 28, 44, 68). Consequently the solution may contain a distribution of monomers, complexes, and clusters, all of which may play an active role in nucleation and growth, complicating identification of one species as the fundamental unit. Alternatively, all but one of the observed species may be spectators, with the active species being consumed as quickly as they are produced. Thus, detectable species may not substantially contribute to nucleation and growth. If, for dynamical reasons, complex species form interconnected networks, they may create a dynamically arrested gel state, which only crystallizes upon heating (Fig. 4e) (83).

The dynamics of post-nucleation growth by monomers and particles
Following the nucleation stage, the newly formed phases grow and coarsen, potentially via many competing processes (Fig. 5). Whether or not CPA dominates over monomer addition depends on numerous factors associated with both the free energy landscape and the kinetics of the system.

The extent to which monomers participate in the post-nucleation stage depends on the relative rates of attachment and detachment. When surfaces are atomically rough, the growth rate is controlled by diffusion. For faceted interfaces, the attachment and detachment rates depend on the kink site density and the energy to create new kinks (84). In both limits, the theory of growth is well developed (84).

Conventional understanding of particle-particle interactions relies on the theory of Derjaguin, Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek (DLVO) for colloidal particles that are typically much larger than the nanoparticles involved in crystal growth (85, 86). Classical DLVO theory considers the surface charge repulsion and the van der Waals interaction between two particles, with many simplifications in the mathematical derivation. Although successful in interpreting some observations of colloids, DLVO theory is unable to predict the orientation dependence of nanoparticle growth via OA. This is attributed in part to non-DLVO forces, such as solvation, and the omission of Coulombic interactions between interacting particles. For inorganic nanoparticles in close proximity, Coulombic and Lewis acid/base interactions predominate over van der Waals interactions and random Brownian forces, thereby guiding the interacting particles to find energetically favorable crystallographic orientations for attachment (87-89). Molecular energetic calculations predicted preferred attachment surfaces and crystal growth.
orientations for over 30 crystals that largely agree with experimental results (88), demonstrating the importance of Coulomb interactions during OA (61).

Because monomer attachment rates scale with solubility, it is arguably the most important parameter determining relative contributions of monomer-by-monomer addition or addition of nanoparticles. For example, as the solubility drops from molar levels to sub-micromolar levels, at equivalent values of supersaturation the rates of monomer addition drop by a factor of $\sim 10^{10}$ (90). However, the translational and rotational diffusivity of particles is strongly attenuated by particle size, varying as $R^{-1}$ and $R^{-3}$, respectively. Because critical nucleus size also increases with increasing solubility, these strong dependencies again reduce the likelihood CPA dominates at high solubility.

Even when CPA dominates, crystallization is unlikely to proceed without the concurrent process of Ostwald ripening (Fig. 5) (28). This is because particle solubility increases as the radius decreases via the Gibbs-Thomson relation (41). Both attached and dispersed particles with radii of curvature smaller than the ensemble average will tend to dissolve while those with larger radii will grow. Therefore the competition between monomer-by-monomer growth and growth by attachment of particles of different sizes must be considered. In poorly mixed systems, the local curvature of nearby particles can determine this competition. For example, while small particles near highly curved regions of larger ones may aggregate with little competition from Ostwald ripening, those near flat or negatively curved regions may rapidly dissolve, resulting in net transfer of monomers to the larger mass (30).

As initial nucleation from solution most often produces a polydisperse population of nanoparticles, their assembly typically leads to irregular crystal morphology with
protrusions, branches, and pores. The extent and pattern of these structures depends on
the degree to which monomer attachment and detachment is rapid enough to smoothen
the interface, filling regions of negative curvature formed by attachment events.
Therefore, the development of experimental model systems, simulations, and ultimately a
theory that predicts growth shape, kinetics, crystallinity, and the resulting defect structure
depends on an ability to account for the competing contribution of monomers and
particles to post-nucleation growth and coarsening.

**Impact of extrinsic factors: Surfaces, impurities, and confinement**

The presence of a foreign surface in a crystallizing system can dramatically alter
the pathway of crystallization for the simple reason that barriers to nucleation can be
lowered due to a reduction in the interfacial free energy (3, 44). In the case of calcite, the
rate of heterogeneous nucleation on functionalized surfaces has been predicted to be 20
orders of magnitude higher than that of homogenous nucleation (3, 73). A similar result
was found for calcium phosphate nucleation on collagen (5). Consequently, although
pathways via precursor phases and particle aggregation may dominate in a system free of
pre-existing interfaces, the presence of an interface can redirect the nucleation pathway
towards the classical monomer-by-monomer process at low supersaturation.

A more complex situation exists for monomers confined in restricted volumes, e.g.
in crevices and small pores (91, 92). Where the pore surface is wetted by the nucleus,
nucleation rates should be enhanced over those on flat substrates for pore dimensions on
the order of the critical nucleus size, because the curvature of the pore enables a larger
fraction of the nucleus to be in contact with the substrate. However, dramatic effects on
the stability of metastable phases within confined volumes that are orders of magnitude larger than the length scale expected for the critical nucleus have been reported for solutions confined between crossed cylinders (71, 93) and in liposomes (72, 94) [the latter may be representative of sea urchin embryos (95)]. Possible factors to which the observed stabilization was attributed include statistical effects associated with small volumes and low probabilities for nucleating the stable phases, exclusion of heterogeneous nucleators, restriction of the mobility and presence of water, lack of contact with the solution phase required for transformation, and/or an inability to aggregate into larger particles for which the bulk phase has greater stability. Moreover, solute and solvent activities, ion mobilities, and ion distributions — and thus interfacial free energy and supersaturation — are all likely to depend on pore size and nature of the pore surface for sufficiently small pores. Thus, the effect of confinement on nucleation pathways and rates is only beginning to be understood.

Organic molecules in solution can also impact pathways and rates of crystal formation. Additives (e.g. polymers, surfactants) that colloidally stabilize nanoparticles are believed to promote nanoparticle assembly into superlattices and mesocrystals (6, 39, 96) with stabilizing ligands residing at the nanoparticle interfaces (37), though recent investigations highlight the difficulty in determining whether a crystal possesses the attributes of a mesocrystal (33). Several mechanisms of nanoparticle alignment by organics have been proposed, including directed-nucleation or attachment in a pre-aligned organic matrix (9), such as collagen (97) or chitin, or alignment through physical interactions (9, 38).
Organics have also been shown to modulate the kinetics of inorganic nucleation and growth. In fact, macromolecules, particularly those that are acidic such as polyacrylic acid and aspartic and glutamic acid-rich (poly)peptides and proteins, can dramatically increase induction times (98), stabilize amorphous precursors (97, 99), induce formation of dense liquid phases (21, 100) and modify crystal size and shape (101) in vitro. Several soluble proteins in biomineral systems are presumed to have similar effects in natural systems, although there are very few biomineral proteins whose function in vivo has been clearly identified and most proposed functions are primarily based on in vitro observations (102-105).

Both inorganic and organic additives can play key roles in determining the structural pathways of nucleation and growth in systems where the final crystal structure consists of an open framework (e.g., zeolites). The use of organic or inorganic species as structure-directing agents (SDAs) is a common method to facilitate the formation of microporous materials. In the case of organic SDAs (106), their size and structure tend to be commensurate with the pores and/or channels of the structures they direct. The organic is often occluded within the pores of the crystal as it grows and there is good evidence that the building blocks are complex units consisting of either disordered particles that order upon addition to the framework or pre-formed oligomeric units of the framework (Fig. 5). Whether these SDAs simply promote the kinetics of certain molecular assembly pathways or create local minima in the free-energy landscape remains unknown.

**Challenges and Directions for the Future**

Although geological materials provided early examples of CPA (107), efforts to establish the scope of this process in natural environments have barely begun. Particle-
based mineral formation may have particular importance for the biogeochemical cycling of nutrients and metals as well as environmental remediation. The environmental mineral phases involved in elemental uptake and release, such as the iron oxides, are aggregates of primary units whose metal sorption, encapsulation and release properties are highly size dependent \((58, 59)\). Furthermore, climate reconstructions are based upon the chemical and morphological characteristics of biological and inorganic minerals in the sedimentary record. In addition to providing a better understanding of the origins and evolution of skeletal structures, particle-based pathways may finally explain the enigmatic textures and compositions of carbonate deposits that formed as Earth transitioned from an inorganic to biological world \((8, 108)\). Interpreting the patterns in these ancient materials, however, will present multiple challenges because the pathway from precursor particles to final stable phase occurred millions (or even billions) of years in the past.

A predictive understanding of CPA also promises advances in nanomaterials design and synthesis for diverse applications. This mechanism of crystallization is believed to dominate solution-based growth of important semiconductor, oxide, and metallic nanoparticles, such as TiO\(_2\), Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\), CeO\(_2\), ZnO, SnO\(_2\), CdSe, PbSe, ZnS, PbS, Cu\(_7\)Te\(_4\), Bi\(_2\)Te\(_3\), Au, Ag, Pt, and Pt\(_3\)Fe, \((60, 88, 109)\), and can be exploited to produce hierarchical structures that retain the size-dependent properties of the nanoscale building blocks \((96)\). The branched nanomaterials that can result from CPA (Fig. 2g) are of particular interest because they can have short electron mean free paths \((110)\), large photon absorption cross-sections \((111)\), and complex patterns of optical scattering \((112)\), all of which can improve photovoltaic and photocatalytic efficiency.
Similarly, the nanoparticle architecture of mesocrystals and superlattices (Fig. 2h) results in enhanced or novel thermoelectric, photonic, catalytic, and photovoltaic properties \((113)\). The intrinsically anisotropic directional properties of the nanoparticle building blocks should promote directional amplification of physical properties and fields. Open framework materials like zeolites (Fig. 2i,j,k) and metal organic framework compounds, some of which are known form by CPA \((114)\), exhibit pore dimensions and geometries well-suited to CO\(_2\) capture, H\(_2\) storage, emissions control, catalysis for biomass conversion and C\(_1\) upgrading, and molecular separation for refrigerant-free dehumidification and biofuels purification \((115)\).

For natural and synthetic materials alike, efforts to decipher signals from pre-existing particles will require an understanding of mineralization from both ‘forward’ and ‘reverse’ perspectives. That is, direct observations and simulations of crystals that are developing by particle-mediated mechanisms will provide mechanistic insights into formation processes, while parallel studies that revisit the structure and composition of preexisting crystals will be needed to critically reevaluate long-standing assumptions regarding the conditions of their formation.

Despite the numerous implications of CPA in diverse systems, many knowledge gaps remain. We do not understand the structure of solvent and ions at solid-solution interfaces, nor how this structure evolves as a function of inter-particle separation (Fig. 6). The fields and forces at these interfaces, their scaling as assembly proceeds, and their translation into particle motions are unknown. The nanoscale physics and chemistry operating within the interfacial region between particles that governs alignment and attachment events are poorly understood, as is the size dependence of surface energy,
solvation energy, and phase stability. Moreover, a complete picture of crystallization must include classical monomer-by-monomer dissolution, precipitation, and ripening, which are convolved in space and time with the dynamics of particle motion, collision, and aggregation (Fig. 5). Given the inherent feedback between the dynamics of solvent and ion distributions in the interfacial region and the motion of particles, a predictive description must cross scales to seamlessly connect molecular details with ensemble behavior. Thus, although models of particle interactions and aggregation in simple colloidal systems are mature, they cannot describe CPA due to the complexities of energy landscapes and anisotropies in shape, atomic structure, surface charge, and adsorbate coverage, as well as the dynamic nature of dense liquid, gel and amorphous particles.

To address these knowledge gaps, *in situ* measurements will be critical. Powerful new experimental approaches based on X-ray spectroscopy and scattering, electron microscopy, and scanning probe methods hold promise for exploring the dynamics of CPA. When combined with emerging molecular-to-mesoscale modeling techniques, these methods promise to reveal new insights into the nature of the interface, the source of the forces driving aggregation, the role of solvation, and the dynamics of particle movement, alignment, and attachment. To exploit these new tools, an important challenge is to identify crystal systems that are amenable to a combination of techniques to facilitate comprehensive morphological and structural characterization of crystallization pathways.

Looking ahead, a multidisciplinary effort will be required to decipher the complexity of particle attachment pathways. Only though integrative approaches will a molecular and quantitative understanding emerge that is comparable to the classical
nucleation and growth theories, which advanced our understanding over the last 50 years.

Only by developing this complete physical picture of crystallization that encompasses the diversity of potential pathways, can the many scientific fields in which crystallization is a common phenomenon reach their full potential.
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Figure Captions

**Figure 1 – Pathways of to crystallization by particle attachment.** In contrast to monomer-by-monomer addition as envisioned in classical models of crystal growth (gray curve), CPA occurs by addition of higher order species ranging from multi-ion complexes to fully formed nanocrystals. (The final faceted bulk crystal is a schematic representation of a final single-crystal state. As Figures 2 and 3 show, the final crystal can be much more complex to spheroidal.)

**Figure 2. Examples of inorganic crystals formed by CPA.** (A) Nanoparticles of anatase (TiO$_2$) with perfect alignment after apparent attachment event with the c-axis oriented along the long dimension of the aggregate (116). (B,C) Sequential *in situ* images showing oriented attachment of ferrihydrite with creation of an edge dislocation (yellow lines) and resulting tilt of lattice planes above and below the edge dislocation (red lines) (27, 30). (D,E,F) TiO$_2$ nanocrystals showing defects incorporated through CPA, including (D) low angle tilt boundaries (E) screw dislocations and (F) twin planes. In panel e the variations in contrast and slight shift in lattice fringe clarity and alignment indicate incorporation of defects. The blue lines highlight the orientation and shift in lattice fringe alignment to either side of the region that contains the dislocations; the bright-dark contrast is consistent with a dislocation having a screw component. (G) Branched nanowire of rutile (TiO$_2$) where each branch occurs on a set of twin boundaries (inset) (60). (H) Single crystal honeycomb super-lattice formed through oriented attachment of PbSe nanocrystals in an octahedral symmetry. The equilateral triangle shows the long-range ordering of the structure, and the inset shows the relationship of the crystalline axes with the superlattice pattern (39) (I) CryoTEM micrograph of a single zeolite nanoparticle (117). J) Atomic force micrograph of a zeolite surface showing that its growth proceeds by attachment of silica nanoparticles (28). (K) Calcium phosphate pre-nucleation complexes aggregating to form amorphous calcium phosphate nanoparticles. Inset: Amorphous calcium phosphate nanoparticle being replaced by outgrowths of calcium deficient octacalcium phosphate (5). (L) Magnetite crystal
growing through the accretion of disordered ferrihydrite-like nanoparticles (57). (M) Goethite mesocrystal formed through the assembly of nanocrystals showing lattice fringes that correspond to (021) planes (62).

**Figure 3 - Examples of biogenic crystals proposed to form by aggregation of nanosized particles.** (A) PhotoElectron Emission Microscopy (PEEM) component map of the mineral phases in sea urchin embryonic spicules: ACC-H$_2$O (red), ACC (green), and calcite (blue) (11). (B) Component maps of sea urchin spicules at three different developmental stages: at 36h the dominant phase is ACC-H$_2$O, at 48h is ACC, and at 72h is calcite. (C) Fracture surface of a sea urchin spicule from *Strongylocentrotus purpuratus*. The inset shows a lower magnification micrograph of the same portion of a spicule. (D) FESEM micrograph of terraced nacre tablets from the mollusk shell of *Pinctada fucata* which are made of aragonite nanoscale building blocks that begin as amorphous particles (118). Recent unpublished work demonstrates that the assembling particles in forming nacre are indeed amorphous. (E,F) Cryo-SEM micrographs of the bone growth zone in high pressure frozen fin tissue of the zebrafish (*Danio rerio*). Newly deposited, non-mineralized bone matrix contains large, mineral-bearing globular entities (white arrowheads) (119). Globules fuse into the mineralizing bone matrix (black arrow). Spectroscopic measurements show the edges of the forming bone are amorphous calcium phosphate, whereas the bone region is crystalline hydroxyapatite. (F) Higher magnification of area delineated in (E) showing particulate substructure of the globules.

**Figure 4 – Crystallization by a wide variety of pathways.** The possible pathways by which monomers form a stable bulk crystal, and the physical mechanisms that give rise to them, can have thermodynamic (A,B,C) and kinetic (D,E) origins. Each of the pathways in Figure 1 can be associated with one of the mechanisms shown here. (A) Classical monomer-by-monomer addition. (B) Aggregation of metastable particles, such as liquid, amorphous, or poorly crystalline particles, or of oriented (and nearly oriented) attachment of metastable nanocrystals. (C) Crystallization via the formation of a metastable bulk phase, such as a liquid or solid polymorph. (D) Kinetically-dominated aggregation of clusters or oligomers. (E) Aggregation of unstable particles whose internal stuctures are
not those of equilibrium phases. The phase diagrams (F), with or without a spinodal region, reflect thermodynamic controls on assembly. As indicated, each pathway in A through E corresponds to a similarly labeled point on these phase diagrams. Modified after (51).

**Figure 5 – Multiple crystallization processes can occur simultaneously.** Arrows indicate the direction of motion of monomers and clusters (red) or particle interfaces (black), and the dashed lines give the crystallographic orientations of nanocrystals. Expanded oval shows molecular-scale processes. Although monomer and particle attachment events may occur at any location, OA only occurs along specific crystallographic directions and the occurrence of Ostwald ripening depends on local curvature. For example, small particles near regions of negative curvature (e.g., top of the large mass) may dissolve and transfer their mass to the larger particle while those near regions of positive curvature (e.g., bottom of the large mass) may not. (B) Twins, stacking faults, and dislocations at the interface resulting from the attachment of two crystalline particles.

**Figure 6 – Major gaps remain in the understanding of CPA.** Nanoparticle assembly is influenced by the structure of solvent and ions at solid-solution interfaces and confined regions of solution between solid surfaces. The details of solution and solid structure create the set of forces that drive particle motion. However, as the particles move, the local structure and the corresponding forces change, taking the particles from a regime of long range to short-range interactions and eventually leading to particle attachment events.
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